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For the first time in the social housing sector 
we are looking to equip leaders with the 
strategic foresight to see into the future.  
The Disruptive Innovators Network as  
part of our theme ‘seeing around corners’  
is delighted to invite housing  
organisations to participate in a unique 
project aimed at demonstrating the  
power of strategic foresight.

DIN has partnered with Tracey Follows, 
Founder and CEO of Futuremade to pilot an 
accessible, 6-month crowd funded  
project. Aimed at a small cohort of  
landlords interested in  
experiencing how  
foresight as a  
service works and  
what the value and  
benefit of adopting  
such an approach  
can do for their  
business operating  
model. We will start  
with a Horizon Scanning  
project. 

What is strategic 
foresight?
It’s the ability to interpret emerging changes 
and consider future possibilities to help us 
take better decisions today. 



Why participate 
in this Horizon 
Scanning 
project?

Horizon scanning can help identify 
signals of change. By looking at what 
is changing we can get a better 
sense of how the future will likely 
emerge. But we can also use those 
signals to head off obstacles, and 
challenges that we see coming. 
By noticing and understanding 
the signals on the further 
horizon, we can be better 
prepared for threats. 



What outcomes 
can you  
expect? A six-monthly trends/horizon scanning report.

Plus, up to 10 micro trends affecting social 
housing and adjacent areas e.g personal 
finance, design and construction, new 
technologies, health and wellbeing etc. 

The content would contain up to 5 macro 
trends and global drivers affecting change 
overall.

A ranking of implications and 
possible impact

An implications/
opportunity analysis 

Emerging weak and  
strong signals

A simple strategy toolkit to 
support insight transfer to 
the business



How will  
the project  
be delivered?
Tracey will carry out a small number of 
stakeholder interviews to define the project 
and then commence scanning for trends over 
four months, using the signals to interpret 
what change is on the horizon for our sector. 
Her findings will be presented to those 
funding the project two months later. The 
project will run for a period of six months.

Action, plan, prepare
• A fresh strategic perspective on how the world is changing, and how this will affect the sector

• What to be aware of now and action now

• What to be aware of and plan for in the near term

• Where to aim and what to prepare for in the future

What can you expect  
from participating in  
this project?



About Tracey 
Follows:
Tracey Follows is a futurist 
appearing in a list of the top 50 
female futurists in the world in 
Forbes, regularly commenting 
on the future of technology, 
society, and identity. She runs 
Futuremade  - a strategic 
foresight, and futures 
consultancy - working with 
global brands and businesses 
to help them spot trends, 
develop foresight, and fully 
prepare for what comes next. 
Her clients have included 
Telefonica, Google, Diageo, 
Sky, Farfetch, Conde Nast, 
Cosette, CogX, BT, and Virgin.

She has spoken at UN HQ, 
keynoted at events such as the 
Financial Times Tech Live, 
Nobel Visions in Moscow and 
Think With Google, speaking 
alongside Silicon Valley CEOs 
at the FT’s Global Boardroom 
and alongside UK Government 
and Parliamentarians at Think 
Digital Identity, delivering her 

Tedx at UK Foreign  
& Commonwealth  
Office.

As a go-to futurist for  
media she has appeared  
on BBC Business Matters, 
Radio 4, Talk Radio, LBC,  
and TimesRadio, and  
GBNews and appeared in  
FT, Guardian, and the Daily 
Mail. She has written for the 
Guardian, the Big Issue, 
Spiked and more, and has her 
own contributor column in 
Forbes.

She was an Adage ‘Woman to 
Watch’ 2017, the Women in 
Marketing Winner for 
Outstanding Contribution to 
Marketing in 2016, she was 
Inaugural Creative Strategy 
Jury President at Cannes Lions 
2019. She was on the Advisory 
Board of DotEveryone and 
listed by Business Cloud as a 
Trailblazing Woman in Tech. 

She is a member of the 
Association of Professional 
Futurists, World Futures 
Studies Federation, a Fellow of 
the RSA, and an Associate 
Fellow of the World Academy 
of Art & Science. Tracey 
graduated from the University 
of Manchester with a First 
Class BA (Hons) in Philosophy 
and MSc in Technical Change 
and Industrial Strategy.



Band 1 – less than 1000 units £250+vat

Band 2 – 1001-5000 units £500+vat

Band 3 – 5001- 10000 units £750+vat

Band 4 – 10001 – 20000 units £1000+vat

Band 5 – 20001- 30000 units £1250+vat

Band 6 – 30001 – 40000 units £1500+vat

Band 7 – 40001 – 50000 units £1750+vat

Band 8 – more than 50000 units £2000+vat

Who can participate?
We are looking for between 10-20 social housing 
providers to participate in the project.

When will the project commence and 
how long will it run for?
Subject to meeting the crowd funding targets the 
project will commence on the 1st August and run for 
a period of 6 months.

How much will it cost?
We require a minimum number and/or sum of investors to make the project viable however we want 
to make sure it is as accessible as possible to landlords of all sizes so your participation fee will be 
based on your stock size linked to your DIN membership band. This will be:

Please note, there will be limits on the numbers we can accept  from each  
band, and they will be allocated on a first come basis.
The closing date for participants is 14th July. To register your place on this  
exciting project please complete the registration form via this link.
For more information on the strategic foresight project please  
contact Ian Wright at  
ian.wright@disruptiveinnovatorsnetwork.co.uk ©Copyright Disruptive Innovators Network 2022

We are able to accommodate a couple of non DIN members who are interested in developing their 
own strategic foresight capabilities. The fee will be 25% more than the DIN member rate.

https://forms.office.com/r/pyRrhPH8X5

